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ris report has been reviewed by the Eustis Directorate, U.S. Arm)
Air Mobility Research and Development Laboratory and is considered

to be technical)y sound.I The purpose of this effort was to develop the methods for applying
the tip relief theory of USAMRDL TR 72-7 to rotor performance
analysis. The techinique for predicting rotor compressibility power
losses is discussed, and charts of calculated results iilustratiog
power losseo due to tip relief as finccions of both advance ratio

and tip Mach number are included. Computer programs for direct
application of tip relief to rotor performance strip analysis and
for the separate calculation of tip relief are included. I
This program was conducted under the technical management of

Mr. James F. Trant, Jr., of the Systems Support Division.
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The tip relief effect on the performance of helicopters operating at high
subsonic tip Mach numbers is calculated. The theoretical method based on
the complementary wing model for tip relief is applied. The method of
application in complex blade element computer programs is described and
results are presented. Similarly, the technique and results from a simpli-
fied applicatiun for use in energy type prediction methods; are given.
Since tip relief is closely counected with the problcý_ oi ,•1IA,6 tih
compressible power loss of rotors, the techniques for predictiug thlo power
lose are reviewed and discussed in detail.
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theory tu rotbry wings was suggested by Mr. James P. Trant, Jr., Eustis
Director-• o, %Le itm W,"• Le;wkC. "er a=,L v .... L.
Contracting Officer for this contract. His continued assistance cud guid-
ance during the program are greatfully acknowledged. The material from a
limited distribution paper was made available by the Dougla Aircraft
Coixpani, McDonnell Douglas Corporation.
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INTRQDUMTON

Compressibility effects have long been recognized a3 having an important
influence on the perfc~rmance of high-speed helicopters. D~uring the 1960's,
it gradually became recognized that one could "live with" compreosibility
effects on rotors. Earl-*er it we.3 found, first on propellers and then on
rotors, that adverse effects of compressibility occurred at hi~gher Mach
numbers thar expected from fixed-wing results. Tlie next obvious step
was to attempt to allevtete compreEsibility effectr t~irough such tec1-'-iques
as the use of thinner oi rapercritical airfoil3 near the tip of the blade,
snaping of the tip, etc. Ps~raliel efforts were directed at developing
technIquee for predlictin~g performance of rotors considering compressibility
and correiatir:g flight test data. Further studies and ex-serimentation
are1 ..z~r.Linulrw' tt a .'ast. nace.

This repcr1. preFscntbs the results of ar inve: tipation conducted by
Aerophysics Company to obtain a better tic(oreticalI understanding ol' com--
jpressibility effects on helicopter rotor perfoimnance. It exploits earlit&r
findings by :.eNard1 based on, a hypothesis~ SUgge3ted by T-rant triat a theo-
retical potentiELi flow method of source - cink cingularities similar to
the method developed by Prndersoii for fixed wings 2 could account for -%he

* effect of the compressible three-dimensional relief on the torque requi.red
* for a helicopte;r rotor. Results of Referencu 1 were systematically

analyzed in the study reported herein for application w~th existing rotor
performance anialyses. Cince the main point of the stu,'.y i3 tip relief.
i.e., a relief effect not accounted, for in co2,ventliozillj,-Uý3ed compressi-
bility calculations, it wa~s nececsary tQ caxefully review these conven-
tional compressibility analyses. rTh~sF analyses are sumztarized in the
first. part of the report. Then, a brief review of thu tip relief analysis

of Referen~ce 1 is presenttd. Thif, tip relief analysis Is then applied arid
used wi-rh existing blade elIement cornj~uter programs, both hover and forward
flight, and in a very simplified bilae element analysis whereby the torque
dtcrease due to tip relief is calculated as a separate f~mponent of the
total torque. flunericai examples are calculated and performance charts
of the tip relief effe-t, us~able for design purposes, are drawn~.

AB somrp- of trv'helicvpter ' ccr cncountcr fullY traznsorLic flosth
transonic similarity rules derived for fixed wings were exaimined. It was
hoped that these sim-.larity lawiL could be extended to rotors and combined
with the tip relief theory. Although this subject was examined and is
discussed in this report, it has not yet been successfully applied to
rotors.

Experimental verification of the Anderson - Lellard theory for tip relief
of rotors ias bee:, considered; however, no simple and relatively inex-pen-
sive method has 'seen suggested that will effectively isolate the tip
relief effect te the precision required to verify the theory.

It is concluded that the Anderson -LeNard tip relief method has been
sucCCSef.0-Jly reduced to practice. Attention should now be concentrated
on the ot~her aspects of helicopt-r rotor compresnibility.

L1



COIT-RESSIBILITY IEFFECTS IN HELICOPMR AERODYNAMICS

The problems of high-speed rotors and propellers have been under investi-
gation since the early 1940's. Propeller compressibility problems became
aclite on high-speed fighters during World War II. A number of approaches
to subsonic and supersonic propeller ;erformance evolved. During this
period, experiments showed a discrepancy between the test results and
blade element theory, in that the tests gave an apparently lower drag
divergence Mach number. Many investigators have attempted to find means

3f predicting the compressible flcw effects as are discussed here.

At high forward speeds it is difficuLlt to separate compressibility and
stall effects, as both often occur at the same time on the rotor. At
the advancing tip, the forward speed and the rotational speeds add,
resulting in speeds approaching Mach one. _ut on the retreating side the
two speeds subtract, resulting in a region of reverse f'ow and areas
where the flapping blades are at or above the stall angle of attack.
The dividing line between stall losses and compressibility losses is
seldom deducible from test data, and both areas must be taken into account
in rotor analysis.

COMPRESSIBLE FLUID DYNAMICS OF ROTPRY WINGS

The motion of rotating wings through a fluid should be describable by
the babiit differentiai equations of fluid •+ctcn. But th÷ complexity of
the rotary-wing problem is such that only recently has any real progress
been made in the basic theory. The fluid dynamic equations governing the

motion of the fluid for a rotating wing can be derived from the equations
of continuity, momentum and energy. This derivation is presented in a
number of places.1,3,4,5,6

Sears 7 made one of the first attempts at beginning rota-r-wing theory
with the basic governing equations of fluid motion in 1950. lie investi-
gated the flow potential function of an infinitely long cylindrical blade,
rotating in incompressible flow. The result indicated that the potential per
unit velocity in the plane transverse to the rotatin cyli-4e.r is thc
same as for a similar cylinder in steady plane flow. Further, immediately
adjacent to the cylinder (at least for the circular cylinder case given
in Sears' paper) the flow is only in this transverse plane. The con-
clusion which may be drawn is that the pressure coefficient and therefore
the force coefficients from potential, incompressible flow are the same
as that from blade element theory. Thus the validity of the blade element
approach was indicated, and it has been used for performan calculations
ar•d theoretical work including turbulentA corpressible rotor boundary
layers (for example, see hický end Nash,• or Clark and ArnoldJ, 9 ). Only
in December 1970 was it shot~n by Goorjian and McCroskeyl 0 that t.Le Sears

approach is not necessarily valid when the rotating blade is of finite
span. The major theoretical effort over the past 15 years has been
toward determining the effect of the trailing vortices. The trailing

........ e,±= thl Xuitvil inflow velocity, wnich is a major quantity in
determining the local angle of attack, particularlý near the tip and in
hover. A great amount of literature is available on this approachll, 1 2

2



and thus will not be discussed in detail here, but it generally considers

incompressible flows.

In the case of uniform flows, the well-known Prandt]-Glauert transformation
may be used to change the equation for small pertubation velocities in com-
pressible flows to the equation for an equivalent incompressible flow. It
was shown in Reference 5 that small perti•'bation equations for a rotating
blade do not reduce to a simple form, =.aenable to the Prandtl-Glauert
transformation. Further assumptions are needed so that a Prandtl-Glauert
tpe of' transformation may be used, as shown in Reference 2. The differ-
ence between the two cases is that for uniform flow the compressible,
small-pertubation equation has constant coefficients, while in rota*ing
flow it is again a linear, second-order partial differential equation,
but the coefficients are now functions of the space variables.

There have been two recent papers concerning the compressible potential
flow ovEr nonlifting, hovering rotor blades. The earlier one by Sopher$
derives the equation for a source distribution representing a thin airfoil,
rotating blade of finite span in the subsonic, compressible regime. The
inviscid velocity distribution was then calculated at several spanwise
stations. Results from numerical solutions to the equations for transunic
flow over a rotating blade were presented by Caradornna and Iso=. 6 This
paper indicated that as the Mach number ircreases, "the nonlinear behavior I
of the wing near the tip becomes more severe than that of the rotor".
Thus linearized theory (subsonic flow) has validity to hi.ghersu .. .. c

I .+Jumbers for a rotor than for a wi"g.

The asymptotic expansion to the )incar-ized subsonic potential equation
in terms of the distance from the tip was derived by Caradorna and Isom. 6

To a first approximation near the tip, the flow was found to be the same
as the three-dimensional flow in the tip region of a semi-infinite wing
moving at a unifcrm speed equal to the blade tip Mach number. This is
valid for high-aspect-ratio rotors where the Mach number gradient is
large. But in the high-subsonic compressible range, small cnanges in the
Mach number can result in large changes in the drag. Thus this approxi-
mation must be used with care.

EARLY F) .I MFlN..T'TAL ,t-CORK

Although some experimental work was done during the 1-L40's, by Gutsche 1 3

and Gustafson1 4 among others, the rajor work in this area is the result
of a series of tests conducted on the NACA Langley test tower under the
direction of Paul Carpcnter.

The Carpenter tests were performed on a number of different rotors,
varying blade airfoil section. Reports of these tests are given in
references 15 through 25. Comparison of the test results 1 6 , 2 0 with strip
analysis of Reference 26 using two-dimensional airfoil data indicated
that the theory overestimated the compressibility drag rise. Carpenter 2 1

gave as reasons for these discrepancies the effect of centrifugal
pumping and the drag-alleviating effects of three-dimensional flow at
the blade tin r,c,,/Iti. frr= c. rcvct :1  j ±ocai Miach number. This led
him to formulate the concept of synthesized blade section data.

I



Synthesized data is obtained by adjusting the airfoil section properties
until the strip analysis performance prediction agrees with the measured
performance. This is a trial and error approach, but certain guidelines
from theory and test are used to obtain reasonable values of the airfoil
section properties. 2 1

The synthesized data is obtained from hover tests on a test tower.
Reasonably large blades (26.8 feet radius and 16.4 inches chord for the
NACA 0012 airfoil, for example) were used, to obtain high enough Reynolds
numbers, but surface condition differences may be Diportant. Concerning
application to forward flight, Carpenter states that the synthesized
data should be valid until proved otherwiue. 2 1 mlc date this hypothesis
has been neither proved nor disproved.

One of the possible applications envisioned for the tip relief theory
is to provide a link between synthesized airfoil data and twov-dimensional
airfoil data. The uyr.thesized airfoil data is, in a sense, an average
of the two-dimensional data with tip relief correction.

BLADE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

Blade element or strip analysis forms the basis of almost all performance
and rotor dynamics calculations. The so-called "energy" methods are in
most instances the result of simplifying the strip analysis so that the
integration may be carried out analytically (i.e., resulting in an
algebraic equation), rather than requiring numerical computation.

The baais of blade element theory is the assumption that each element
can be considered aerodynamically as an independent two-dimensional
airfoil segment. The local forces are calculated from the resultant
velocities at the element, and the total for-B are found by integrating
radially and azimuthally. From the forces, the motion of the element is
determined. But the motion (especially flapping) has an effect on the
local velocities and therefore the forces, requiring iterations.

The early performance methods made a number of assumptions to avoid the
iterative calculations. These concerned the induced velocities, the
lift and drag coefficients. the fiannin• motion. etc. An exAmnle mAy be
found in Chapter 8 of the book by Gessow and Myers, 2 7 although otherworkers have used different sets of assumptions.

With the development of computers,' an iterative method is used, which
in essence was first outlined by Gessov. 2 6  There have been a namber of
improvements made in various areas since that time. The most widely
used resuits of this technique are the tables and charts prepared by
Tanner. 

2 , 29

There is much work still being done and controversy over the airfoil data
to be used for these computerized strip analyses. The latest suggeetions
concern the problem of unsteady stall hysteresis.30 The Tanner charts 2 8

use airfoil data from "two-dimensional wind tunnel tests of a production

4
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blade specimer using the NACA 0012 airfoil section". A similar set of
charts was prepared using the Carpenter 2 1 syntheslzed data by Kslielowski
et &l 31 To our knowledge there has been no meaningful comparison of
these two prediction methods, although both appear to be videly used.

The method proposed to account for tip relief is to use the two-dimensional
airfoil data, but to make the corrections as indicated by the Anderson -

LeNard theory. Detailed derivation of the tip relief theory is given in
Reference 1, while the technique in general and the results of use in
strip anslysis are described in the following chaptir.

To obtain an indication of the compressible power loss, Gesso- ind Crim3 2

using compressible airfoil data in the method described in Peference 26,
calculated the power required for several rotor configurations. The
compressible profile power loss of the various configurations was co-
pared et equul values of the increment in tip Mach number above the drag
divergence Mach number. The results bhowed that the different confi6-
urations had approximately the same loss in profile power coefficient to
solidity ratio when compared in this manner. This suggested that the
incremenv in powar coefficient to solidity ratio due to compressibility
depends only on the difference between the drag divergence and the
advancing tip Mach numbers. A more detailed discussion is hiven later
In this report in reference to Figure 9.

To reduce the data and decrease the amount of flight test required, peL--

sonnel at the Edwvrds AFB Flight Test Center have been developing an
approach, mainly empirical, to account bor compressibility effects.
Drawing on fixed-wing experience, the power required is divided Into two
portions: (1) the incompressible power and (2) aai increment in wover
due to compressible flow, which depends on the difference between the
critical Mach number of the blade section and the Mach number of the
element. The correlation iI established empirically using UH-IF, CH-47A
and CH-3E flight test data.-3,34 References 35, 36, *nd 37 give detailed
flioht test dat.a f. r thege heliccpter ... fl'i in Lhe compressibie flow
regime. later reports 3 8 ,39 include the effects of power losses due to
retreating blade stall.

The early empirical work 3 3 , 34 attempted to relate the power increase due
to compressibility to the value of the advancing tip Mach number above
the critical Mach number. These works differ from Reference 32, where
the drag divergence Mach number is used instead. Good correlation using
test data from two different helicopters has been reported. 34 The
resultine empirical relation for the compressible power rise has been
used with varying success at Edwards and elsewhere.

More recently, a number of analytical/eemiempirical techniques were
developed arA evaluated. 3 8 9- 9 These techniques used various approxim&t.nne
iuz ine drag in compressible flow and the lift in the stall region. Thus
both the compressibility and the stall regions are considered. The basic
theory was modified empirically to obtain better correlation with data.

5



The techniques consider a numbes of variables, including lift coefficient
at the advancing and retreating t3p, lift curve slope as a functior of "
Mach number, an empirical critical Pach number, m~ximum lift coeffi'-ent,
Mach number distribution over the areas affected by" compressibility and
stall, and the calculation of these areas. Results are compared to the
CH-3C flight test data in Reference 39. Since this report is w.idely
available, and g number of techniques are presented, we will not discuss
it in d,.utail. Somse1 3 4 obtains correlation within - 1 x 10-5 in power
coefficriert over 80% of the flight en' elope. But the remaining 20%
occurs at the higher advance ratios, thrusts and Mach numbers.

ANALYTICAL CALCULATION OF THE COMPRESSIBILITY EFFECTS ON ROTOR PFiFORMAKICE

D) analytical calculation we mean those approaches which attempt to yield
an algebraic expression for the forces on a rotor due to compressibility
Lzd thus separate the forces due to compressibility from the other com-
ponents of the total force. This falls Irto the realm of "energy" type
ap-roacheb. Theee analytical calculations use one of two methods:
actiAtor disc theory or blade element analysis.

In the late 1940's and early 19')'s, the problem of high-speed propellers
was investigated using ac:tuator disc theory in compressible flow. 4,41,42

In these investigations, the compressible flow through a contracting
strver. tube with energy added at the actuatcr disc is considered. This
flow model represents axial flight and is more applicable to axial turbines
and 'c rprocellerS at high foz-.ard specds * The problten. Of coiLupret~ibille
ti? &aeed does not appear in the results due to the infinite number of
blaae assumptions inherent in the actuator disc apprcach. This actuator
disc approach was combined with blade elcment theory by Laitone4j for
application to helicopters.

An approach which appears to be more applicable and useful was developed

by Head,'4 by the use of theoretical and empirical rul.es for the variation

of the drag and lift coefficients with Mach number. These variations arz
used in the blade element equations, which are then integrated to find
the rotor thrust and torque coefficient ratios (i.e., the ratio of com-

I~~~ ~ ~ ---- -- --- ~ Ilck Co'idr t

increase due to compressibility in induced power, which is not done elsewhere.

Head's 44 paper maa be outlined as follows: First, Head hypotbesises a
viriation of lift coefficient with Mach number. This variation was then
used in the equations for torque and thrust for the hover case, which
was then solved. He then examineJ the forward flight case. The com-
pressible profile drag power, for t.oth hover and forward flight, was
then considered, hypothesizing a variation of drag coefficient with Mach
number. This outline is followed In the discussion below.

The lift coefficient is assumt-d by N-ad to vary In accordance with the
Prandtl-Glauert law for Mach numbers up to lift divergence. Above lift
divergence, a linear decrease with Mach nuaber is assumed.

6
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14aking the usual assumptions, such as small inflow angles, neglecting the
effects of drag on the thrust and induced torque, etc., the compressibl.e
to incompressible ratio of thrust and induced torque cocfficicnts are
calculated for the hover case. These ratios are functions of e tip
angle of attack, lift divergence and rotational Mach numbers, aEd the
varitztion of lift coefficient with angle of attack and Mach number.

For the hover case, it is found that not only the torque but the thrust
increases with Mach number. Thus most of the increased induced torque
due to compressibility is due to the increase in thrust due to com-
pressibility. Thus, given a required thtust, one would reduce the angle
of attack (actually collective pitch) to izake CTc/CTinc equal to unity.
With this condition, the increase in induced torque due to compressibility
does not excecd 3% at MLd and decreases above the lift divergence Mach
number, since there is a relieving effect ri lift that results in the
inboaerd movement of the centroid of the lc'.d. These results from
Reference 44 are shown in Figure 1. Parts (a) and (b) of Figure 1 slow
thz effect of compressibility on thrust arid argle of attack. In part (c),
it can be seen that the induced torque due to compressibility at constant
thrust is very, call anzd my bc ncSlcctned, whilc at a cuzabtazit angle ol
attack this is not the case.

These results indicate that in hover, calculating only the incompressible
values of the thrust and induced torque is a reasonable assumption in
the usual energy calculations. The major effect of compressible flow on
rotor performance is upon the profile power aid upon the airfoil angle of
attack. Much of the other work, as described herein, has been concerneJ
with the profile power due to compressibility. On the other hand, the
effect of compressibility on the angle of attack has been neglected.

For forward flight; Heed state- that the effect of copressibilito uui the
induce(' power may be neglected and that the equation for thrust cannot
be analytically integrated but must be numerically integrated, which he
Ives not do.

The calculation of compressible profile drag power is based on the
assumption that the section drag coefficient variation with Mach number
may be represented by a parabola. Head writes

PC Cos t+ r-)3 AC(D dr d• (3)

~' r
where the limitLc of integration on • and r are chosen to represent the
"portion of the rotor disc operating above the drag divergence Mach
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number" The incremexital drag, 6C , is the increase in profile drag due
to compressibility. Head assumes-baaically a parabolic variation of LCD
with Mach number, but makeo further correction, such a" an increase
of 0.06 for the rotor drag divergence Mach number above the two-dimensional
value, quoting Reference 14. He carries out the Integration indicated
in equation (3) for both hover and forward flight. The results are pre-
seated in chart form, and AC0 mcay be calcula&ted given M1 , 9 0 , P, Mdd and
the parameters for the parabolic variation of ACD vs. M.

Results for hover appear very good when the Carpenter 1 5 data is compared to
the theory.'4 In forward flight, some limited comparison made to the data
of Reference 35 appeare to give low values of the AC,.o, but this result
should not be taken as conclusive.

Further work with this theory is necessary to determine the importance of
te chazge in a&gle of attack due to compressibility, the change in induced
torque in forward flight due to compresuibility, awd comparisons to test
data.

I,



T11' BELIEF IN IT'.* hEFUNIO:N31ilI' TO- CCMInEoi0'13l]3LITY

The exiL~ttuce of a tip, relief effect has beer, sii&ested by varionu
sources, au discutssd in the previous chapter. The til, relief eff.':,t is
a difference between the real three-dimen-sionial flow ovur a flinite !3j'ain
winig or rotor blade arid thc calculatioii for this wing or rotor bIt~de inude
usirn6 tvo-dimerisionial airfoil daita, InI this chapter thQ thecry anld
itesults fromn one approach-l tor calculatinf, -he mna.riitude o-f the tip, relief
&re givcen. The equations of the clheory were derivL-d inl detail in
Reference 1. htere the basic elements of the theory for its use are
givcn aaid the results froiii it6 apjzjlicatiun inl scvral performanoc Cal-
culutionrs.

DESCHIM~ON OY TH1EOHY

For fixed-wing aerodý,ynazics, the major effect of ap.ratio oc2ur, in
the spunwise variation of induced velocity and the resultiing induced drag
and angle of attack. This Is all due to Lihe produiction. of lift 1,y tf~c
finite fixed wing. At lower MaICh nIUInbers this approa)ch, lb satisfactory,
but at higher subsoric Mach numl.,ers a fur-ther correction is needed, atsI

was described by Aiidersni.2

Wlhen a tlo-ee-dimensional. olbicct, such a's a 'Wine" is p'laced inl a unliformI
flow, the stream lines arowiid the bodly muy dcviat~c firor. the free streroun
in both directions perpendicular to the wing chord line. For a ~in, 1 1ax

v i**b ii %1i L bS ±v in (Ai L' LiO ue n I i i I

the plane including bothi th~e chord and the s-pan is- posbe hsCue

cani qualitutively conclude that strea~mwisc disturbancesi produced byI
three-dimensional bodies are lower inI nmigitudc than those produceVd by
t.~a-dimern:ional wing~s. In Ilie ca!re of i, rectangulaur pluwiform wiit. Uof
high a-,;iect ratio, at the midspan the di(iane re nearly t~iv !;tie as
for two-dimcnsional flow aand diminizsh as tir tip, it; Lpprouched, hence thte

naune tip relief.

This qualitative concept Was quantified for fixed %oingsL by Anrder.son
throu~h the uise of linearized wing theory ayid the cotyplueirtary wing
concept. PL showed that the difference Letweeni theQ two- arid three-
dimensionial characteristic (,f a wingb cain, by propecr avera+giin, be rclirk-
sented by a charige fl-om the actual free-s~tream velocity to an effective
free-btream velocity. This will res~ult in a change (decrease) of' theI
effective Mach n~ber aiid the dynnarnic pressure, lience inl the drtig
coeff icielit.

Liriea~rized wing theozy represents the thickilesrs by a source-sin1%
distribution arid the camber and anfle of attack by a vortex dis3tribution,.

Th~e foruier gives the so-called nrdo~iftir4, case, while thO vortex distri-
bution gives the lift, In a qualitaitive 5sense, we huve shown thiat tip
rclief is due to displacement, hence we need consiider only the thickniess
as givern by the sou~rce-sin)k distribution.

10



Thc velocity induced due tU thickneve of a finite Wing in the Integral,

over the plaulorm, of a sowuce-sink distribution determined by the local
chordwviie ,irfoil olouc. The yotential .i uction of this vInS ir

"" a U. FL{L) d di (W)
SD

where D'2 (x-0)2 + (.-_1) 2  2 (+)

This -;tuii potential function
Vi.•i result if this finite

- / span wiins it represented by a
h - wing. Of inIfini.te SIanl less

Conlhe'ur) - compleraentb.Vy winigs".
Wj,% .4 .""Thc complementary wint: i3 U

-. • sijiltr wing extending from
7 the tips of the finite wing

/ to infinity on both sides.
/ In thc equation above the"

./ r'Iu Wit*I i-rits of the integral,
u,;iig the coordinate system
of' Figuic 2, is +c and -c
on 4, and -2X and 0 on n1.

- - - - .- -" Cont,hme,,ti I,. tll" ,- ',,rm},],,. .. •...• ,' :

-. w~,, repreoentatioxi the potential

is

Figure 2. ComQle-meni.ary Wir*L and Corrdiiuatc
Systemi for a Finite Wi%6.

--r + Li
-D 2- - C -Dc

+-, 4
C

j. j UWr ( r

1 ¢11

1L0 -C N

The firbt integr&l i.L iden•tically the potential of an inffinit.e oi- two-
dimciimional airfoil, wi~d cuu- be rvprekieited by the symibol -•• I'Le
1,ubt two ititegralu give values which vairy with p,0cition thr'oughout file
flow field. Let - GJX,x,y~z}/U.. repr'eseut the third und four'th terms
of e•'aation (6). Thus

D(~~~) I f Uý--' 2- -I f f'7

2, -C D ,n 0 -



Then

S-U.. + #A - U. G(Xx,y,z; (8)

tor in terms of the local velocities

u=_tJ U + u - U G (X{,x,y,z)

- U (1-C{,x,,)) + 11) (9)

If an average veLlue ol G cau be found, then

0- u .j4) + X.. (10)

and the velocities (an•d therefore the forces' on v finite winc an. be
compared to the velocities and forces on aun infinite wing. The forces
will correspond if

U~ft- ) lfut"U i- ntil
wing wing

Thais the quantity U. Jx reprcsents a difference or charge in free-stream
velocity between the finite and the infinite wing free-Mt.eai4 vlociLties.
With eligus chosen as• Ehe-.ýv.

LU-

U.= Ul {finite - U /U W (12)U•~~ ~ fiit =nfinite o x

wing wing

Anderson in Reference 2 did car•" out the aversging proce•s over the
finite wing planform to obtain G]{XA) for use in fixed-°ing calculatlor1s.
Because of the spanvise variation o," flow over rotcr "blades, an average
which is aisc a function of spanwise position (or distance from the tip)
would be mort useful for rotary wix~s. Therefore, the a g.reiig Wa1l
be carried out only over the chord. Since thin %lrfoil aasunp,tioun have
been made, the evaluation acy be donc in the -0 plane.

+C

O {,;,) (1/2c) f G i),x,yzau)dx (13)-C x

Then the two-dimensional airfoil data now used in blade eleme.nt analysis
can be corrected at each elez-ent to give the equivalent thre"-dizensionai
data.

Derivation of the equation,; and the mathematical manipulations indicated
are shown in detail in Reference 1. Tht indicated Integration tcarnot be
done analy!tcally, and a Taylor series expansion of ttu'ee terms is used.
For helicopter rotor blades of the ubual high aspect ratio, orly the
complementary wing near the tip need be considered. The result, is



S. - --.- - -/c -

here [I / C h2{oiy} I /c" + h3 {c/Y-} 1/C 5 ] (14)

x U _C 1 ' ~1  h2{ 2 3 3
where .

h (c/y1  2 - ()1 1
h c/y) = - [4(-.) (i

2-1 'i(cly)2  + _L; !112

h3{e/y} = (17) !

1__ (4-6 o[(clX)3 + ( -jy )•] + 63(c/Y)4 +: 36(c/Y)2 -8
51 [4- (Ciy)l + 1]1/2

.. Le- vatus of In/T do not v•.ry appreciably between differing airfoils, aft
they exe Eeametric relations between The airfoil profile and the

rectangle enclosing the profile. These valute calculated for a par%',-2Iic
a~rc airf'oiJ arc

1I. /T =-'?.333
/Tl -0-600'=')

22/3T• -0-511i

-hit, uli e in veiocity has bceen dcrivcd for kincopressible flevs. The
Praniltl-Glauert transformation is applied (in Ohe manner described in I
pages 51 and 52 of Reference i), rez..ltiug in the fot2

= • Z h {_1y} I /C2n-i (19)

| The calj.u~ation of the %.al,)e of AUe/Uý has been programmed into a simple
oubroutfz.e COFYFAC described in the appendix. Theh number of terms of the
Tayv).or series used car be varied. There is oily a slight difference
betw'een uising one or three terms, but since the computer time is only
Eliht]y increasea, it is rvggested that three terms be used. By edding
the cc-,zt fud irvm repiacir.g the variable c/y by c/(2Xc-y), since 2Xc
defi 4 es the span in feet., the effect of the opposite complement-ry wir45
is found, and a finite rather than a semi-infinite wing is represented.
The us'e of a finite wing does not appear to have a significant effect; j
thus the use of the semi-infinite representation is suggested. 4

The velocity difference can be expressed in terms of a change in. Yach
number and in •.ag coefic.ent, by considering the compressible quasi-
one-dimensionra flow throudjh a stream tube.
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AMIM = (1 + 1:2 2 ) AWU/ r tu /u. k20)C*2 c•-

LC / - 2-M2  AM'/M (21)
DI + M22

Thus, given theý two-dimensional drag coefficient vs. Mach numbex plot,
the three-dimensional characteristic can be found by using the above I
two equations as sketched in Figur-e 3 (a). We should note that the
chaw.ge in Mlach numbur giver by equation (20) causes a much larger change
in drag cocffi,-ient in the subsonic drag rise range than the ACD
correction given in equation (21).

Thr technique as derived here gives the difference in flow character-
istics between two- and three-dimensional, inviscid and norlifting
wirgz--. Since -it is the change that is calculated, the equatiunb can be
app-ied tc viscou• a&xd liftiug wings. The tip relief effect is pri-
marjiy a dts!r-.c.'..cnt effect which is represented by the nonlifting wing.

'E USE 0- '{TE TIl REL'EF CORRECTION ITN STRIP ANALYSIS

Strip analypis calculations as.ume that each element can l~e considered
aerodynaically as a- indeiendent two-dimensional airfoil segment at

element on the rotor aisc. The tip relief correction chcnges the Mach
number as Flr equation (20), and the drag cojfficient is then found
at this new Pffectlve M~ech number. The drag coefficie:nt is further
corrected by the ACD given by equation (21). No change is made for the
lift or moment coefficients since the majoi" difference between calcu-
la'..icns and test is in terms of drag, although the technique car. be
applied to these othei coefficients.

The application for the tip relief correction can best be described by
the step-by-step outline given below. Instead of directly determining
the drag coefficient as is now done in strip analysis, the following
steps should be carried out:

1. Calculate tl• correction factor using equation (19) for the
particular b-ade element.

2. Determine M = M, + L?., usin& equation (20). (22)
eff

3. Determine the drag coefficient CD effM as is now

done, all other parameters ((A, Ee, etc.) remaining the same.
This is the drag ':oefficient with Mac:. correcticn only, CDeffý Mefr

h. Using equation (21), cficulate the effective drag coefficient

* C . ' ÷ r /i. (23)

ef4  "eit Meff

!1
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(a) Determin-ing firnte wing drag variation with Mach

number from infinite wing data. Note that the
process may be reversed.

cof Inflinte Wing

Given Mach Numbe,
0)

CDef f, Huff

(Mach Ccrrection OnlY)

ACD

CD (Mach & LCD Corrections)

Mach No. of
Ileff ElJement of

Firnte Wing

(b) Determining effective C. of finite wing (or its
element) given infinite wing data and Mach number
of finite wing (or its element).

Figure 3. Application of the Tip Relief Correction.
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The signs used in equations (22) and (23) need some further explanation,
as they mV appear inconsistent. The reason is that the derivation of
equations (15) through (21) is made to go fro= two-dimension&l to
three-dimensional characteristics, or vice versa. But the application
described here is that given the three-dimensional flight parameters
(i.e., Mach number) and the two-dimeasional aerodynamic characteristic
(namely, drag coefficient), determine the three-Aimenslonal drag
coefficient. This is shown in Figure 3 (b).

These steps have been incorporated intp the strip analysiE computer
programs for rotor performance calculation that are used by the Eustis
Directorate, USAAMRDL. These programs, one for hover and another for
forward flight, use straightforward blade element strip analysis
techniques (which will not be described here). These programs determine
the airfoil characteristics by calling an external subroutine VwAch stores
the airfoil data. A simple option was added to the main programs either
to call the airfoil subroutine as was done previously or to calculate
the performance using tip relief by calling the subroutine Th whose
listing is in the appendix. The subroutine TR calls the airfoil subroutine
after determining the effective Mach number, but keeping all other parameters
constant. The subroutine TR together with CORFAC carries out the steps
listed above.

A number of runs have been made of these programs both with and without tip
relief to determine the change in torque resultina from tip relief. The

"•"^÷ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1f ^• +• +-....s -- cfiln tributio" is •l-,dAl&te"A ii•
Figure 4. As expected, the drag is reduced more near the tip and as Mach
number increases. The largest change by far is due to the change in Mach
number rather than *!: cha-ge in drag coefficient from the tip relief
theory. A further .1icussion of these results is postponed for a few
pages so that comparison can be made with a simplified strip technique
which may be used in energy type calculations.

A SIMPLIFIED BLADE EL){EXT ANALYSIS TO CALCULATE TIP RELIEF

By making a simplifying assumption concerning the variation of the drag
coefficient with Mach number and another assumption on the two changes
to the drag coefficient by the tip relief effect, a greatly simplified
equation for the charge in rotor torque due to tip relief ii found.
The result of these assumptions is a simplified integral for torque
due to tip relief. The results can be used in a number of ways: as a
general indication of the magnitude of the torque due to tip relief;
empirically in performance calculations; or as part of an energy type
computer program, since computing time for the integration routine Is
very short.

In a previous report 1 , this approach was described for the hovering
rotor. Here the approach is extended and results presented for a rotor
in forward flight.

16
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Figure 4. Drag Distribution on a Hovering Rotor.
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The first assumption concerns the drag coefficient variation with Mach
number. A very simplified representation, which has been often used,
is by two straight lizes as

CD CD 0 < M < M' (24)
Din

CD - C + a (M - M') M, < M < 1.0 (25)D D c
inc

Here M' is an arbitrary Mach number to fit the approximation and CDinc
is the incompressible drag coefficient. Since CDi vill drop out
of the derivation, its value and variation around Ke rotor disc are
immaterial. Typical values for an NACA 0012 airfoil section would be

m,= 0.8
(26)

a = 0.57
c

The tip relief correction to the drag coefficient is made up of two
parts: a change in the effective Mach number resulting in a change in
the drag coefficient, and a change of the drag coefficient itself.
The change in drag coefficient due to the change in effective Mach
number has been fouand to be much larger %han the change of the drag
coefficient itself in the subsonic drag rise range. Therefore, the
latter correction can be ne.-lected. By ngltin. thi corrccton,
there is no tip relief effect on the drag coefficient below W', since
the drag coefficient is independent of Mach number in this range. The
equation for the drag coefficient for a finite wing, in the range M
greater than M', is the combination of the two-dimensional drag
coefficient with the tip relief correction

CDFw a CD'znc + ac [(M - AM) - M'] + ACD (27)

The parameters AM and ACD are the tip relief corrections. Neglecting
th ACn r a rrnnai na

C C + a [M -M' - AM]
Dnc (28)

Dn + D

where

C = Incompresible two-dimensional drag coefficient
D inc or the section

C D Drag due to compressibility effects in tvo-dimenzional

18



C = Drag ( due to the tip relief effect a acAM

Using equations (19) and (20) and CDTR as defined above for equation (28),

a a am - ar(l/.)(',rlb)[(Eh (6c/y)I3l/TIM (29)

Since the drag coefficient variation with Mach number is taken to be linear
and is broken into its components, one being the tip relief drag coefficient,
the torque coefficient on a rotor blade may be similarly broken into its
components. The component we are concerned with is torque due to tip relief.
With the usual assumptions concerning small angles, no radial flow, etc.,
the torque of an element of a rotor blade due to drag is

dQ= r dD

S 1••p(or + V Sin *P)2 CD 2 c r dr (30)

Since the equation for the drag coefficient is linear, the change in
torque due to tip relief on the element may be written as

dTp (Or + V Sin j) 2 C 2 c r dr (31)! d = 2 D-31

Transforming to coefficient foin,

"-21p (Qr +_V Sin) 2 C 20crd2r (32)d
cq-- 2 W,,2 p(nR) 2 R 7

with Prandtl-Glauert transformation for solidity

a = b 2c /IR = 2b/-R c 6 = Bsa (33)c c

and the definition of ad,'enc .

dCT= (1/2) (oG/bB) (11 Sin+ 7)2 CD 7 d;7 (134)
QTR TH

The change in torque per blade due to tip relief is found by integrating
the elemental torque along the bl&de span and averaging around the
azimuth. Mathematically this is expressed as

i L- fiR • drZ•' (35)
S00

Thus

C ,-/ /b 2w 1
"le a 1 f (W Sin + r)2 CDT7 rddr d (36)

0 0 o
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low OX• is given by equation (29) for the case where only the 6M effect
of tipvPellef is used.

C q../b 1 , r T

" "/ Tf f (Ij Sin 4' + 7')Z &CWr

:37)

:h c-.) "a] M r y9 d#.

If this equation is restricted to hover and to only the first term of
the Taylor series, It will reduce to equation (122) of Reference 1, which

is ~ -17 fr 1 + y-111.
o 0 1 1 )2 (37a)(2f, c (l_4r)

The integration and calculation of this equation are done by the use of
the computer programs TRDRIVER, TIPRLF and CORFAC. (See appendix.)
The programs are set up so that the latter two subprograms may be used
with an energy type program, while TRDRIVER will drive the two
subprograms so that the tip relief effect can be evaluated by itself.
The program TIPILF carries out the integration using a rectangular

f f f drd* E E f {r 638)
0 0 j J

where

2/n 
(39)

Un .-r ri i 1 - i- 1 )/2

and the values of ri and B are input to the program. The tip relief
driver has three-sets of ri listed. The program was debugged using the
first set of 10 ri's. Comparison with the second set of r'is, with 30
values, indicated a big di•ference, but comparison of the third set of
15 values and the second set showed only a slight difference. Similarly,
a comparison of 24 and 36 azimuthal stations did not show any significant
differences.

The cost of computation using these subroutines ia minimal. In calcu-
lating the plots presented here on a DEC PDP-10 computer, some seventy-
five 'l3ght conditions could be calculated in less than two minutes of
CPU time at a cost of approximately three dollars including compilation.
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TIP RELIEF W7F3C 01 PIMFVIWAJ

In the previous sections of this chapter, we have described a theory for
the quantitative determination of the tip relief and two calculative
techniques. In this section, results from these calculations are
shown. The results from the simplified theory are presented first, as
these results cover a wider range of parameters. The number of calcu-
lations using the various strip methods was limited lue to time and
cout; thi results frum the strip analses are giveL and copaured to the
simplified theory.

We should note that the equation derived (see equation (37)) has as
the result

- per blade

(c/b)

which is identical in magnitude to the quantity

CQR

0

'6%;L the firui q%&nt-ii~y jixaicaTes %nat. tne major parameter of tip relie-
ie solidity per blade (a/b). This is related to blade aspect ratio by

X= b (4o)70

where the blade aspect ratio, X, is defined as the rotor radius to
chord ratio. Only rectangular planforms are considered herein.
Figures 5 an- 6 show the variation of the tip relief torque with
adva.cing tip Mach number, rotational Mach number, and advance ratio
as calculated by the simplified method. The two figures differ in blade
aspect ratio.

These figures show a map of the tip relief torque variation with flight
variables. Lines of constant rotational Mach number (0R/a) would be
obtained as a helicopter gained forward speed at a constant rotational
speed (0) and at constant temperature. As the forward speed in increased

from hover, in general the torque due to tip relief increaseas slowly.
In some cases of low (only slightly above N') rotational and advancing
tip Mach mumbers there may even be a decrease. The slow rise or decrease
in torque occurs because as the Yach number decreases on the retreating
side, the tip relief effect is also reduced, while there is the increase
in Mach number and tip relief torque on the advancing side. Their
balance determines the magnitude of the decrease and the rate of rise
of tip relief torque at these low forward speeds. After the Mach number
on the retreating side has decreased to a negligible value, the

~~~WLLC t ue"tie.uincUM"na. anu qTR risev.
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At very moderate advance ratios, above about 0.10 to 0.15, the curves
coalesce and become independent of either rotational Mach number or
advance ratio. A line indicating the lower envelope of these points
has been drawn, which is used in the following comparisons, and is
labeled "high-speed envelope".

Thus, as far as tip relief is concerned, at rotational tip Mach numbers
below M', the value of the tip relief torque depends mainly on advancing
tip Mach number and only slightly (for practical purposes, negligibly)
on advance ratio or aR/a.

Figure 7 indicates how tip relief varies iwith various parameters end
compares calculative techniques and some limited test data. This is
discussed i, detail in the following paragraphs.

The extremes of these two sets of curves from Figures 5 and 6, the
hover %md the high-speed envelope, are replotted in Figure 7(a) to
show the effect o0 solidity per blade on the tip relief torque. The
tip relief is calculated for a semi-infinite wing tip relief model,
it does depend, to an important degree, on aspect ratio.

The key parameter for tip relief is distance from the tip in terms
of chord and local Mach number. The tip relief effect diminishes rapidly
with distance from tip. The rotor blade with the greater chord (i.e.,
lower aspect ratio, a higher solidity per blade), will have an element

at t~ ze,~z th~ the0e. Maeh nl-be m~~er to the tip in
terms of chord than a blade with a shorter chord. This element will
therefore have a larger tip relief correction. Thus the blade with
the greater chord will have greatest tip relief and the larger allevia-
tion of compressible power loss, other things being equal.

Figures 7(a), (b) and (c) present comparisons between the simplified
calculation, strip analysis and some flight test data. These comparisons
must be analyzed with care, as all of the methods have certain problems
associated with them. The simplified calculations ta.ie too few points
near tip Mach numbers of 0.80 and diverge greatly near Mach one due to
the Prandtl-Glauert effect. The two-dimensional airfoil data at high
subsonic Mach numbers may not be as valid as one would like.

In hover (Figure 7(b)), the simplified theory gives a much higher value
of tip relief than does strip analysis. On the other hand, at a high
advance ratio, the agreement, as shown in Figure 7(c), could not be
better. No explanation for this discrepancy &nd this agreement has
been found. But note that computation for both cases was made only in
the range of 0.82 to 0.89 in advancing tip Mach numbers.

Presented in Figure 7(d) is some comparison with test data. The method
of determining the experimental values of torque due to tip relief
requires some detailed explanation. Reference 34 (specifically in
Figure 9) presents both test data and theoretical calculations for the
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Figure 5. Change in Torque Ccefficient Due to Tip Relief (a/b J.0159).
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Figuzre b. Change in Torque Coefficient Due to Tip Rielief (a/b w 0.0232).
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vaariation of the power coefficient
witt. advai.cing tip Mach rumber for

Fl.ight Test the I i-iF helicopter at p a 0.25.
I ] The test data is presented cu a/ curve (as opp.:;ed to data pcints'

Precdiction2 &nd includes instrument corr'ections,

croais plottix4, fairings etc.
]Performance prediction is has_-d on

.xssumcd Tanner' 8 and includes the .solidity
, t%*aitudV colroctiou, The fuall lfferL•:ce

' of Tip bctwccen .he powc" rcqu•.red .est data
Relief of Reference 9 and the .alculated

value from the Tatuner charts2 8 is
attributed t.o the tip relief effect.

Advancing Tip !4ach Number A ty-pcal cruve3h and the power
attributed to tip relief are

Figujre 8. Typical Compa.rison of sketchcd in Fipuxe 8. Sinee iJ.r
Test and Predicted magnitude Cp ý CQ, the value of CQR
Power E•ciired. 3 4 determined ii this raarxicý" ib

divided by a and replotted In
Figure 7(d), it is sur-risin, that

the test data increase,- with advancing tip M,.ch number mole. rapidly than
the theory w-uld prediczt.

It shou~d be noc-el in regan'd to the eacu.-acy rcquired tnat the F-12aulaLion
is of the change in torque cc-efficient due to tip relief. Th• order of

itudc of C" Is &.1b it 2" x " 0-L , whiile. -t the buwe ti.c the chat4;e in,

torque coefficient due to tip relief is about 2 x 10-5. Thus, thzru
is a Pa-tor of 1C between thence twn numbers, which are subtract.2d fron
each other. Three-place acctuxacy or ACQ. rcqoires four-place Lccurnc,
of CQ.

The results of the theory cverali appear to bc useful in performarnt:
calculations. Some more detailed calculations axe ne,.-dcd to reso>'e
sone anomalies, especially calculation!; using strip theories. Also,
further comparisons with test data would be uxefuij,

It should bu emphavsiz'ed that. the cdlc-..lation of the tip relief as pre-
sented here is not a calcu•ation of the effect of compressibilty; rather,
it is a correction to the cs1cu•a-.-ion of compressibili.y effetc, ai;
presently used for rotor rerformancr calculations Lsing two-dimenional
airfoil data. In strip analysis, tip relief corrects the two-dimensional
coopressible flow airoil In energy type calculations,
care must be taker to be Lure thAt tir relief is not already included in
the method usca to calclate cxpis.,ibi2ity power losses. For example,
empiricai cui-ves fitted to t(nt. daLa will by definition I!.clude the tip
relief effect.

To indicate the Importance cf this mIolnt, the calculation cf power loss
due to cox±Lurezsibil.ty Ifro lefcrct.zc :3 has bF'., Lumbined with t.K



A 3:implif).ed tip re]i.ef CL•' t 'I k..':,, 8s presented here. Gessow and Crim"•
caJ.culated the comprese.&'e p..:: 1,ris using a stri analysis" 7 with
compressible airfoil dat.,. The coupressib-c power loss is defined as the
difference Letween the power at a l ei aC. a high tip speed. Figure 9
indicates the results of Ges.3ov and Crime,2 latea. calculations presented
by Dingeldein, 4 5 flight test results, 3 3 and the combhined compressibility
and tip relief power loss.

The key resui-t of calculatirL tie ccmpressibiiity power loss cf Ge3sow
and Crim3 2 for a series of advance ratios (from 0.2 to 0.5). twists
(00, -80 and -16"), and solidlties (0.025 to 0.08) was ti-at the most
irportant parametec is the differer'cf between the advancing tip Maah
nurber and the drag divergence Mach n,.'ber (Npi, 9 0 - \' id). They drew a
single, best-f- . curve through the celculated point or, a Cpc/'1 5 vs.

V1 90 - Mdd plot. This is the :'urve labeled in .igure 9 as being from
Reference 32. We should note that the scatter is of the order of
±0.C01 ir Cpc/o, which is one division on +he ordiinate scFale. Reference
.5 found an even larger spread, as indicated by the t'wu limit curves in

Figui-e 9.

Toe high-speed envel.ope value of CQITi7 is subtracted from that of Gessow
and Crim3 2 to obtain the tip relief corrected conpressibility power
loss curves. Mean values of CQ.rR/O from the two solidities (0.0159
and 0.0232 of Figures ý and 6) are used, as the other curves
represent a wide range of solidities. For the first curve we used

attack is about C.74; therefore, CQTR/a was also calculated with
I' = 0.7); and using ac = 0.492 to represent the cirfoil (Curve 2).

The tip i-,lief corrected compressibilit,, -.ýwcr loss becomes ahiacst a
straight line in both cases when plotted against M1,90 - ýdd (Figure 9).
The Prandtl-Glauert law increases the tip relief at the samzc rate that
compressibility increase±s the power loss. When coul'ared to the AF1IC
flight test results,33 the prediction is still greater thin the test
values which would be expected co include tip relief. For a more com-
plete comparison, a better representation of the drag coefficient than
equation (25) is needed.
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Figure 9. Compazi on of Compressibility Effeucts.

TIP RELIEF CALCULATION AS .T-OPOSAn BY PROLrTV

Theory - Description, Discussion and Critique

in the October 1972 iasue cf the AHS Journal, P-outy" described a
simple, empirical means of calculatiag the magnitude of the tip relief
effect. fhe approach states that the opparent thre_-dimencional drag
divergence Mash number on a rotor differs from the twc-dimensional
measured drag divergence Mach number of a "correction" which i.as
previously developed by Sophe(r. 5 A farther empirical. mu.tiplication
factor for the fo0Ward-fligh- case acrcounts for the fact that "until a
sigrificant portion of the blade dwells in a region of drag divergence
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_or a significant time the effects are not apparent in measurements

of power."

This is similar to the simplified method presented here, in that a
correction to the Mach number is made. The nature o0' the blade element
integration i-ill account for the second factor.

An examination of lrouty's approach to tip relief appeare to indicate
that ii is based on a theory which is not applicable to the problem.

In the following paragraphs, the Mach number correction as proposed
by Prouty will be described along with its theoretical basis and thereasons for doubting its theoretical validity.

Prouty applies the correction to the drag divergence Mach number, but
he indicates that the correction can be applied to other than this
parrUcula., value of the Mach nuibe-. The Prouty correction factor is

• 1- cF(hl)

where Cpi is an average incompressible-flow airfol-l pressure
coefficie~nU. For the basis of using this correction factor, Prouty
simply states that it was derived in Sopher's work,5 who in turn refers
to Kttchemann and Weber.' 7

A relatiouship between the theoretical potential flow equations for
copressible flow and those for incompressible flow is the Prandtl-
Glauert transformation

ý2.2_M (4,2)

A iarther refinement for a transformation between theoretical com-
pressible flow and theoretical incconpressible flov was developed by
KUchemann and Weber 4 7 and is given as

0 =1M 2 (1- inc(43)

In the original paper," 7 it was suggested that Cp. should be asultable chosen mean value o-Z the pressure coefficyent over the

auction region of the airfoil in incompressible flow. Later similar
extensions of the Prand' l-Glauert transformation all use the incom-
pressible precsure cocfficient but suggest that the local rather than
a mean value be ,w/sl (for example, Lock, et al48S).

The extenn~ol of the Ktchemann-Weber rule to rotors was made bý Sophers

by use cf r. no-called "equivalent linear theo tip Mach number." If C--
it e. uirant, then the quantity Mi inc can be considered as
a. eqlva lent" Mach number. In the case of a rotor, M. Is replaced
L5 - and th'.. , Rr/fnl )$ -. .. '.*-.-..

Jlirar theory tip Mach number.
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Equation (43) was derived for compresoible, two- and three-dimensional
flcv over airfoils and wings, and is the transformation between theoretical
compressible flows and an equivalent incompressible flow. It is nct
related in any vAw t1;nt we can determine to any relation between tvo-
and th'ee-dimensional flows.

In conclusion, the applicability of the theoretical basis for Prouty's
approach to tip relief is doubtful.
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DISCUSSION OF SIMILARITY LAWS FOR ROTORS

The concept of similarity laws is important for the application of fluid
mechanics in design practice. The governing differential equation of
fluid motion lends itself to a solution only in rare, simplified
instances. But an examination of these equations and the boundary con-
ditions can lead to similarity laws which can then be used to assess
the effects of varying various characteristics of the flow.

Similarity lavu group the parameters (including nondimensional parameters)
of the flow into functional groups, while dimensional analysis gives
only the nondimensional parameters such as thickness ratio, Mach number,
etc. The best known of the sinmilarity laws is the Prandtl-Glauert law.
Because the Prandtl-Glauert law is derived only on the basis of a
linearized, homogeneous equation, it may be stated in a number of ways,
for example,

CP= C P Tn44
C Cinc vri4)

I

for a two-dimensional airfoil section. In this form, the Prandtl-Glauert
law states that the pressure distribution will be the same for a family
of airfoils of different thicknesses at different Mach numbers if the
quantity TI/1-Mi•Is kept constant. The pressure distribution, of course,

when properly integrated, gives the drag, lift and moment; therefore,
the functio)nal variable for drag, lift and moment is very. sivilar tothe form given in pquat i:on (c4

The spe!ed range of interest for high-speed helicopter rotors is the high
subsonic and transon4 c rcgion. Similarity laws for transonic flows
were developed by a number of investigators; a complete description and
bibliography is given by Sprelter..9 The transonic similsrity rule for
drag is

CD = CD {M,XX (h5)

where

•D T D,.,l3

[M2 (y+I)T]2 /23

X [M2 (y-1)T] 1 / 3

The quantities given by CL), M and X are calied reduced drag coefficient,
reduced Mach number, and reduced "spect ratio. Because of the functional

nature of the similarity rule, t Is relation may be given in scmewhat
different forms. The similarity rule simply states that a plot of D
against either A or A, while holding the other constant, will result
in a single curve. The similarity rule by itself does not give the
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equation for this curve. It mao' be possible to empiricall'y cross-plot I
airfoil di.a and, for certain ranges, obtain an equation relating the
reduced variables.

1he tip relief theory for either fixed wings 2 or rotary wings 1 Is a
similarity law, in that they give the relationship of the drag
variation between tvo- and three-dimensional airfoils. The theory
as derived is not in a functional form, but in application the tip
relief theory does reduce the number of curves required to present the
information. For example, to present the drag coefficient of wings of
different aspect ratios, a separýte curve wou2 d be required for each
aspect ratio. By applying the correction factor from the theory, this
sazm set of data can be presented as a single curve.2 Ibis differs
from the usua]. application of similarity rules where the data is pre-
sented with a new set of coordinates.

The possibility of comparing the results of the similarity rule given
by the tip relief theory and the conventional transonic similarity rule
has been investigated without any success to date. A notable feature
of the transonic similarity rule relating drag coefficient to aspect
ratio is that thickness is raised to powers other than the first in
the functional variable, as is shown in the example for drag in equation
(45). On the other hand, the tip relief theory, based as it is on
lineariz7i airfoil theory and the linearized, elliptic equation of

gives a vatiation of thickness ratio to the first power.

Further work in applying transonic similarity laws to helicopter rotor
aerodynamics is needed. Derivation of similarity rules for rotors,
such as those available for fixed wings, would be very useful, but
it appears to be more in the way of a long-term goal. More immediate
applications would include tests of the validlty of the airfoil data
now in use and their extension to higher speeds, and the use of
similarity rules to describe airfoil data in energy type calculations.
This latter application would extend the present use of two-dimensional
data in rotor aerodynamics by use of the transonic similarity rules.
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CONEmITS ON EXPERIMNTAL VERIFICATION OF

CO4PRESSIBILITI EFFECTS AND TIP RELIEF

There is solid theoretical evidence of the existence of a compressibility
tip relief effect on helicopter rotors. There are similar experimental
trends to that effect. Assuming the theoretical model to be sound,
it would be desirable to design the definitive experiment to "calibrate"
tip relief. This presents great difficulties, which will be discussed
here.

Tests for the oversll tip relief effect for fixed wings in unifc.-ka
flow were described in Reference 50, where very good correlation was
found. In the extensioni to rotary wings, two steps are used: First
the variation of the tip relief correction along the span is calculated
for uniform flow. The second step combines this variation with blade

element theory; namely, the tip relief correction of a particular
element in a rotor is the same as the tip relief of the element in a
fixed wing that is located at the same distance from the tip in a flow
having the free-stream velocity of the blade element. The Mach number,
Reynolds nwuber, angle of attack, etc., are also the same for the two
elements. Thus there are two hypotheses that need experimental
verifi-mtion.

Ten.ts of the spanwise variation of the tip relief effect could be per-
uvure ia a very large transonic wind tunnel, Since the effect is -ainly

in the first chord length near the tip, one would need the detailed
drag distribution in this reg.on. The need for a large chord so as to
be compatible with the instrumentation, followed by the need for a
reasonable aspect ratio and a large throaL to avoid interference, would
require an enormous wind tunnel. As a beginniag in testing for the tip
relief effect, local piessure distrtbutions would be useful. Systematic
measurements of the pressure distribution on wings of various aspect
ratios at high Mach numbers are needed. At incompressible speeds,
some data of this nature is available, 5 1 but the change due to tip
relief is less than the accuracy of the experiment, and comparison is
not possible. Compressible airfoil data appear to be mostiv m ena-ured
by balances.

5 2 ,53

Tests of the application to rotors, by systematic variation of parameters
which effect the tip relief irithout changine other aspects of rotor
performance, would be more intellectually satisfying.

Ps stated several times in this report, tip relief is correction to the
present calculation of compressibility effects. Assuming that one can
differentiate in a given set of test data between incompressible and
c=',-ensiblc pover, one must fiu-ther be able to fully account for
cangea in two-dimensional compressibility effects before one can calcu-
latue the three-dimensional effects, i.e., tip relief. Today, for
extmple, reliable tvo-dimensional test results for the 0012 airfoil

at • .y o aic, vi yi•ut uva•lauie. i- can be said znat
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detailed information on helicopter rotor compressibility effects is
sketchy at bee'. The determination of tip relief therefore requires
trustworthy calculation of the rotor performance based on blade element
analysis.

Since the tip rel.ef compressibility effects are localized near the tip,
it is tempting to try to test a blade tip elament in a stationary
position, vith a spanwise-varying simulated flow, at transonic speeds.
We were not able to coae up with a reasonable vind-tunnel configuration
to accomplish this objective, and we conclude that any tip relief tests
must be made with a rotating blade and a constant free-stream flow, or

in hover.

In this report, limited comparison to flight test data is made
(Figure 7(d)). There is an increasing amount of flight test data at
compressible tip speeds becoming available, and similar comparisons
of these data are recommended. Time did not allow these comparisons tobe performed, because no time was allotted to calculate the performance

of the available flight test cases using present performance prediction
methods. The experimental value of tip relief is taken as the
difference between the calculated prediction and the measured power
required. This leaves possibilities for errors in a number of ways,
including the estimate of fuselage drag, and the effects of variable
induced velocity, blade flexibility and unsteady effects. Thus in the
flight test data, differences due to other causes may be thought of as
errors in the tip relief theory.

In principle, one can verify tip relief in a manner similar to that used
by Pnderson2 ,5 0 in the fixed-wing case. This requires the use of three
or more physically different rotors. Each rotor is identified by its
blade aspect ratio, or a/b. Preferably, c/b should vary as much as
possible for the three rotors, sea, at least by a factor of 2 to 1. One
then measures (and calculates from strip analysis) C /a 3gainst Ml 90
for various Mach numbers, say, between 0.7 and 0.9, Kt a constant 4/o.
Assuming nov that one has thrae rotors, identical except for the
parameter a/b, each has a different CQ/o agairst M1.90 curve, for a
given C . However, these curves sh:uld superimpose'if the tip reliefcorrection of this report is applied. This muthod can be used either

for wind-tunnel tests or for flight tests.

I
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECONUMDATIONS

The methods used to calculate the effects of campressible flow on the per-
formance of helicopter rotors have been reviewed. The application of a
theory for tip relief based on the c(Apleentary wing concept has been
described, and results from various applications have been given.

The results of the calculation and tip relief by the complementary wing
theory indicate that the technique can and should be included in blade
element type rotor programs. This is done by modifying the two-dimensional
airfoil data now being used by the technique presented here to obtain
three-dimensional airfoil data, which better represents the actual three-
dimensional flow. Simplification of the strip analysis and the tip relief
theory allows the calculation of the power associated with tip relief using
a very quick computer program. These results match reasonably well with
both tests and the more complex strip programs ; thus this simplified tech-
nique should also be included in energy type calculations when combined
with proper representation of the compressibility power required.

More work is needed in this area of properly predicting the performance of
rotors operating in the c-upressible flow regime. There is available a
large body of test data, includinR the work of Carpenter at NACA-Langley,
the Edwards flight tests, and the NASA Ames wind tunnel tests, and a
systematic comparison of the various prediction techniques reviewed here
with this ranei of test data is needed. By making such a systematic com-
parison, the best of the prediction techniques can be chosen and developed

S for use in strip &.-d energy calcu~lati'ons.
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APPUUI)IX - COMPUT3'2 PROGRAMS

The four compute: programs d-,scusscd in this report are listed •in zne
follo-,ing pages. T'hese programs are short and very straightforward. Thus
a detailed description will not be given.

COR} :C

T s prorbram calculates the valuc of the right-hand side of equation (19).

Call Statement Variables

DUOU - the correction factor = value of equation (19)
TAU - thickness ratio
BETA - P'randtl-Glauert variatle
MACH - Mach number
RBA - radial stacvion as fraction of radius
RAD - radius in feet
CHD - chord divided by diameter

Switches

IR - if equal to zero, does not print; it greater than zero, prints
CORFAC variables

IFW - if equal to one, uses finite wing; if equal to zero, uses
s•em!-inffni tý: -wing*

NTFRM - if equal to three, uses three terms of the Taylor series**

TR

This subprogram calculates the direg coefficient CD using equations (20)
through (23), the subroutine CORFAC, and an airfoil subroutine IF0YL. Most
of the variables pertain to FRFOYL and thus will not be described.

Switches

IlD - if equal to one, only Mach correction is calculated
IPRIT - if not V 4 uml to zero, the. results at this point are printed.

TIPRLF

The subroutine TIPRLE, using CORFAC, generates a value of the change in
torque coefficient per blade and the change in torque coefficient divided
by solidity due to tip reli,-f. CORFAC provides the tip relief correction
factor while TIPRLF handles the integration process. The two subroutines
are designed for final use with energy type programs. The integration uses
the value of the correction factor at the mean of the interval, namely at

ri + r _1

2

* As listed, IFW - 0

L.* As listed, NTERM - 3
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Program-Subprogr.m Relationship

MainS-- a7 _ _ - -I

Subprogram 2

Driver or IFRLF CORFAC
Energy

Define Rotor Pick Blade Eiements -- Calculate
Parameters Correction

Do Integration *- Factor

Print or use •..~ Calculate Change in
Results Torque

Identification:

Call TIPRLF tXDA, MCGH, COSAL, VFPS, Cl, )GIL, DPSI, AC, DCQTR, RAD, CIED,
TAU, SIGPB, BN, DCQTRS, NSTA, YEST, iPP)

COQ11ON

The values of the radial station to be used are in the CGUN0ON statement.

Dcscripticn:

The integration of a siuplified blade element analysis for the tip relief
correction is done using the mean value within the interval. Cince the pro-
gram is straightfordard and not lengthy, only a fe'- exceptions are
described. The valte of the integrand is calculatLd and summied along the
radius before advancing to a new azimuth. I.f the advance ratio is less 'itan
0,001, only one azimuthal station is c:alculated, and hover is assumed.

Warning S~atements:

S. (1,90 ) ..... ..... , the ... . ' . p. r i

ADJVANCING TIP MACH NUMBER EXCEEDS ONF, M (1,90)""yz

b. If the local Mach number at the first radial station excc-.m).'
the input ,value of the drag divergence Mach number, the iix,.'nF
is printed:

SPAR IS Al)OVE DRAG DIVERGENCE MACH NJMIBsi2
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MNDONICS LIST

Subroutine TIPRLF

Program Mathematlcl.1 Explanation

Eymbol Model lare

AC ac Slope of compressible drag rise

Br' b Number of' blades
BLTA : :I:-s: Prandtl-Gicrt factor

CI FA Speý-d of sound

CHD i!2R Chord diameter ratio

COSAL coF a Cosine rotor angle of attack

C-7 CQTR Change in torque coefficient for BN blades

DCQIhS C c.] Change in torque coefficient divided by
solidity for the BN blades

DELPSI Step in azimuthal angle

DUOU tU/U = X Correction factor

GAM r = 1 + :1 M2  Stagnation compressibility factor

IPR Switch for detail printingI-190 Mi1,90 Advancing tip Mach number,Note 1

Y Local Mach number,Note 1

Tq MI, Tin Mac nu-mber at azimuthNote 1

NFSI 360/A• Number of azimuthal stations

NRST Largest number of radial stations used for
the integration at any azimuth

NIST Total number of stations used for the
integration

ONG h Rotational tip speed in feet per second

Li = 3.1416

PSI Azimuth angle, radians

Sr Radal station as fray Lion u± vw'diu

Note 1. Thtse variables are declared as PFAL.
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Progran Mathematical Explanation

RAL R Rotor ralius

SIGPB o/b 8olidity per blade

SINPSI Sin

sum Summation of integrand

TAU Airfoil thickness ratio

UL tj sin i + r Local normal velocity

VAWUE Integrand

VFPI V Forward speed

XMDA Md Drag divergence Mach number

XMU Advance ratio
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Fr

TIP RELIF CALCULATION DRIVE

This is a simple driver for TIPRLF written so that a particular rotor con-
figuration is imput'.ed and the tip relief torque coefficient is calculated
at s series of advawe ratios.

The input data is put on three unforuatted cards:

Card 1

RAD, B3, OIR, CHD

Card 2

TALI, DXMA, Cl, AC, COAL

Card 3

MUAM, IPH, NPSI, LXJU, tJDJ, DDE), a

The variables names on the first tvo cards are identical to those in
TIPRLF.

Variable Name Eplaination Card Position

Rotor Characteristics:

AC slope of comcressible drat rise 2 1

ro number of blades 1 2
CHD chord diameter" ratio 1 4
C08AL cosine of roto-r angle of attack 2 5

Cl s(ce a of sound 2 3
01C0R rotational tip speed 1 3
RAD radius I ITAU airfoil thickness ratio 2 1
XMDA drag divergence Mach nmober 2 2

Program Switches

Y•9WU (Declared Real) lover (values used in dete-milning 34
XK UP Per V'.ps in the calculations 3 5

DD#M step 3 6
LCASE case number, negative for last case 3 1
IPn detailed printing if positive 3 2
NTSI mmber of azimuthal stations 3 3
NIWET nimber (label) of set of radial 3 7

stations
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Restrictions

Up to three sets of radial stations may be used, each with up to 30
stations.

CONMMB

The values of the set of radial stations to be used (determined by NRSET)
are transferred by the COMMON.

Block Data:

The values of the three sets of radial stations are entered through block
data statements.

Output

All output varicbles, except with detail print, are labeled. First all
rotor characteristic variables are printed. Then a tabulation of 1j, v,

Y , CM1 C/ is given. The radial stations used are printed below

Note:

After a tip Mach number of one is reached, only two more values of the
advance ratios are used for calculations before goiui to the next set of
inputs.
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LMNGO TESuB~MC OF,7

SUSHOUTINt. CONFAC COUQUITA'II9ETAPMACMIRd5A,RAODCMO.IPN)

CTHIS VLOSION O!FFIEWS IS COMMON AND CALL bTATtmtNIS
C VALUES OF Cl *MF ENTERED A3 DATA

REAL MACH
DATA ci ,rd.cl/ -l.5330-O.8Of-o'sti/
FNB(U) aSONT C LleU)* )

FNECU) a C6a~De~ (5.&U*U) -2.) /(F~U).~

NTEKH a
PI 9 .1416'
IF (MACM4GY.fl.995.) MACH4 8 0.995
RLTA a SORT 1 . - CHACIh.MACM))
SIGPO c CHO *(2./PI)

AN m 1./CPI*I.GPHI)
CARl a META * AP

IF (IbA.Li.0.949) GO rc0 460

G2a .66

4&0 CUNTINUE

C
C NLAek CO"PLFmENIARY mT4Gr

U, 9 1 / (YBCAR P.I
up a Jl

If (NTfw-%NE.Sl GU TO' 101

10 CONTINUL

C ýAw COMPLEMFINTARY nING

31 CONTINUE
I~vs a I

l~va 0
IF GI4N.)CU TOl 30
U a 1. (R.,A*CA0.?.)
GI IB +?.'0ND(U) + 61
II' (NTtkk.Nk.S) Gu TO 30
6o2 + e.~EU4./. (o~?

11 CUNTINUL
10 CUNTIN(UE

ou~o 9 Ci * YAL * G
IICNTtWM.tQ.3) Duo,, a OOOOU* (CP*TA1'AuGý, (CX TAO' r.CS)
oLJOO a UUVUU *~
IF (IP9R.GT.0) mkITF (A,300) vrA46.rj.ti,.3,utluuUUi.Pu
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LI8¶ AM G OF THE SUBJW)UINE TIPWU

SURNOUTINE TII'RLF (XMU)AOME94CC5AL,VFPS,C1 ,XHU,NPSIACI)CUTN
A ,RAOCMOTAU*SIGPR*94OC@TklpkSTANRST,IPR)

C IF 1PM 18 POSITIVL. TMF!F' DETAIL PRJINT
COMMON Roo3)
REAL NLTMLoW190

DELPII 2* ZPI/NPSI

'NWST a 0
14190 N 1OMGK # CVFPS.COSAL))/Ci
IF CM190,6T.0.99#j) ORITE (3#304) "190

304 FORM4AT (IN ,'ADVAMCZNG TIP MACH NUMOER LXCFED6 UNE*M(1,90)w'FO.3)
Z00 CONTINUE

S1NP31 a SIN(PSI)
NLT a (0M4Ft.VFP3*COSAL*SINPSI)/C1
IF (NLT.LTXMDA) 6O TO Z02
'iRS a0
00 201 1.1,O0,1
IF CR(I),EQ.O.O) GO TO 202

C
RAV s(R(I) *NI1)2

C
ML a "LT * WAY

II.CMLLT.XMUA) GO TO 4O10
'NkS a 'RS # I

IF (!,fQ.) WMITE (3,.SOb)
30S FORMAT (IM #' SPAR ?$ LAFVE DRAG fl1VER6ENCL MACHN 'UP)

If (ML.GT.0.9013) #lLAOs99S
UL UXWU o SINPS! * RAV
GAN 1, * (O.2.ML*t1L)i
CALL CORFAC COUOUfTAU.RELTAvMLRAV *kAO,CHD#!PN)
VALU( UL*UL*GAM.DOtJORLIR)*ML.C1./(SETAM))
NISTA U Ai5A *I
OULR a MC) wR(I-t)

$U4 3 UM * (VALUE *PELPSI.UELR)
It C!PR.GT.O) W64ITF (is3O0) Pbl*ei(r)#MLRAV #VALULPSUM

3:z, rFZiý

If CR(T).EO.I,0) 60O TO 20.e
201 CONTINUE
202 CONTI"UE

IF CXhfl'.GT.0.001) GO TO 214
PStIN N Ph
SUN Sum * P31N
PSI &.a

Z14 CON~TINUE
Fb! a P&I * OLLPS1
IF (t4kS.GT.MM6T) 'NWST a NM5
IF (PSI.LT.6.28) GM IU 1OO
OCQYR a SJ(P~atiN * AC* SUM a(.C.N)
OCQYRS a OCQTH / (31GiP860%)
RLTURN
WD
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F4@ Y24(1~41-231i.. 91-3 PAAj I.__

C TIP REjLE CALCJLA~tO\, DRIVER

- ~ 6 Mty I - I~%ON-RR( 3-31F)

COmMPON R5W) __

REAL M190, LX'4U
C JF IPR 15 POSITIVE, THLN DETAIL rRINT__

10 FOR~MAT (4F)
- . - .1913 f 04-4&t. 5F ) --- - - - - --

102 FRMlIAT (31,3F.I)
103 FO~RMAT (4Fj2I1
152 FORMAT CIm-)
160 FV.4MAT (1YWaXi~ 4 ji2-

14'. FORMAT j-i,'x',7,krs8,w419 654)QR2X
A li - - __________I&3j~w qSAI

180 F~ORMAT (H1t1x,1XLCASE 1PR ',!PSI')
181 FORMAT (jNQ1 1XA'RAAlIVS GLAOES ý'MEGAk SIG/6.4DLE IAGMA -..tCKDRflh1

10 FOPIMAT (lWe#2X#*TA'J "OAG01Y AIRFOIL SLOPE 53JNDO'fLL -CCSAL'a
190 FORMAT t~w ,1X.I3.3XjI2#2x#I.?)

19? FORMAT (1m ,r5,5,2xF 5.2, 6xJr8.4, 4Kr7, ,6x .f9, 6)

A em995.1.~.19*0.'/

DATA

C 2,9935'1 019957t096,p47, 0 ,996'p,999'. 1,21/
DATA (R3

A 0,950, aP 0,7,095 -,987, P,965,~9
PT a 3,1416

READ (2,10e) RAO, 9N, rMGP, ChO
REAO (2,101) TAU,X14UA, Cl, AC, CO5AL...................
READ (2s102) LCASE. IPP# NPSI, LXHJ, LK'X?,l ~)XA:.[, N-45ET'

WRITE (3#190) LCASE, 19R, *ýPqj

SIG a SIGPG * W'

VMACIW a 1.90 '(1.99&3-GP 0 * U/j
"WRITE (3m181)
WRITE (3,191) RAoRN,9o'GR.SICPP.SI~jC.J
WRITE (3,182)
WRITE (3,19?) TAU, Km0A ,AC, C1. CSAL
WRITE (3&152)?

00 2M 181,3P
202 RdJ) a RQ(NRSEY,I)

C_____ ____

2MR CONT I NuE
VrPS 8 XMLJ 0 OP4GR/COSAL
M19C a (Q'Cn * (VFPS6CfSAL))/C1
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CALL TIPRLF (XMMOAOMGR,COSAL,VFPS,C1.XMU.N4;'SI ,AC,OZ-QTRWAOC.-',
A TAUS1GPP19ONjDCgTW~.N5TA.,j~sT,1PRu

C
IF. (t7'RGTS) WRITE (3#152)
IF (IPRGt.@) mwRITL (3,161)

C WRITE (34160) XMUSVFPS,Ml9gIS)CQYR .oCQTHS,*t5TA#NK-5T- __.

IF (XMVL,CTuX'41J) Go TO 271
IF (p19tg.T.V'4ACH) QO TO 2ti

261 CONTINUE

WRITE (3,152) --.--

00 203 II*1s16,15
Ill a 11 * 1

263 WRITE (3j.176) (R(I)s.IaIjlI)
12FORMAT (1)4 l15F7*4)
IF (LCASE.GT,o) GO TO 1I.
STOP
END-
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